MEDIA DÉCOR SERIES
ELITE MOVING ART

Leon’s Elite is our premier recess-mounted moving art solution. Its
patented movement silently scrolls artwork up and down, revealing and
concealing the TV behind it while perfectly framing the screen. Unlike
any other system made, the Elite’s art is flush to the back of the picture
frame, held in place magnetically and tensioned against the frame.
Custom designed and handcrafed to integrate into any space, the Elite
provides our most elegant solution for TV concealment.

SYSTEM INCLUDES

PRODUCT FEATURES

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS (ADDITIONAL COST)

• 	 Choice of artwork from our curated Art Gallery
• 	 Choice of frame from the Elite Frame Gallery
• 	 Lutron IR remote control & receiver
• 	 Lutron QS drive system

• 	 Accommodates TVs up to 65” diagonal, call to price larger models

• 	 Contact Closure Interface

• 	 Noise Level <38 dBA (silent operation)

• 	 RF Wireless Control

• 	 Patented magnetic art alignment with zero clearance between the
back of the frame and the art

• 	 RS232 Interface

• 	 Patented scrolling art movement with invisible hembar
• 	 Exclusive Lutron Electronic Drive System
• 	 Aircraft Aluminum construction with baked black ceramic hardcoating

• 	 Optional Frames
• 	 Custom sized back box for recess mounting
• 	 TV Screen Masking Systems: flat black mica mask or black
acoustically transparent fabric mask

CONFIGURATIONS
MODEL ID

DESCRIPTION

ELITE-5

Recess mounted Elite system for TVs between 32"-54" diagonal

ELITE-6

Recess mounted Elite system for TVs between 55"-65" diagonal
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MEDIA DÉCOR SERIES
ELITE MOVING ART-RAZOR

Leon’s Elite Razor is our premier surface-mounted moving art solution.
Its patented movement silently scrolls artwork up and down, revealing
and concealing the TV behind it while perfectly framing the screen.
Unlike any other system made, the Elite’s art is flush to the back of the
picture frame, held in place magnetically and tensioned against the
frame. Custom designed and handcrafed to integrate into any space,
the Elite provides our most elegant solution for TV concealment.

SYSTEM INCLUDES

PRODUCT FEATURES

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS (ADDITIONAL COST)

• 	 Choice of artwork from our curated Art Gallery
• 	 Choice of frame from the Elite Frame Gallery
• 	 Lutron IR remote control & receiver
• 	 Lutron QS drive system

• 	 Accommodates TVs up to 65" diagonal

• 	 Contact Closure Interface

• 	 Noise Level <38 dBA (silent operation)

• 	 RF Wireless Control

• 	 Patented magnetic art alignment with zero clearance between the
back of the frame and the art

• 	 RS232 Interface

• 	 Patented scrolling art movement with invisible hembar
• 	 Exclusive Lutron Electronic Drive System

• 	 Optional Frames
• 	 TV Screen Masking Systems: flat black mica mask or black
acoustically transparent fabric mask

• 	 Aircraft Aluminum construction with baked black ceramic hardcoating

CONFIGURATIONS
MODEL ID

DESCRIPTION

DEPTH

ELITE-5Rz

Surface mounted Elite system for TVs between 32"-54" diagonal

Variable*

ELITE-6Rz

Surface mounted Elite system for TVs between 55"-65" diagonal

Variable*

*Depth will either be 3.125" or 4.125" based on overall depth of TV and TV mounting bracket
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